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Introduction

Purpose

The purpose of the Release Notes is to communicate the major new features and changes in release of the DTN Fuel Admin®. It also documents known problems and work-arounds.

Scope

This document describes the current release to DTN Fuel Admin.

Overview

This document explains the implementation of the new DTN Fuel Admin system and the proposed migration plan from the old systems to the new. It should be noted that this document is currently a work-in-progress and is updated and expanded as required to detail functionality, interfaces, and processes.

In addition, this document contains an open topic list that is removed from the document once all topics have been resolved.
About This Release

The primary components for the functional set of this release provide many benefits to customers across several areas:

- Search and Filter Improvements
- New fields for searching and filtering
- Addition of PDF icon

System Compatibility

This release of DTN Fuel Admin is compatible with Internet Explorer 9 or higher.
New and Changed Information

The following features appear in this release of DTN Fuel Admin.

Search and Filter Improvements

In this release, you have the option of viewing your back office exported names for suppliers and terminals in the DTN Fuel Admin mailbox. Previously, you could only view the DTN names for suppliers and terminals.

This new feature includes override rules as well. Here’s how you can view this new feature:

1. From Fuel Admin Mailbox, select Mailbox View Options.
2. From the Fuel Admin Mailbox View field, select Use Custom Names for the Terminal field, Supplier field or both fields.

Only BOLs submitted after the release of this version of DTN Fuel Admin will be affected by this new feature.

Note: If you are doing research on BOLs submitted prior to version 1.3 and select Use Custom Names, then go to History, no information displays. You need to go back the Fuel Admin Mailbox View and select User Standard Names.

New fields for Searching and Filtering

The Consignee Number, Export Terminal, and Export Supplier fields have been added with this release of DTN Fuel Admin. These new fields allow greater capability for searching and filtering within the Search Criteria pane of the Fuel Admin Messages page.
The **Consignee** column has been added to the search results for additional criteria with searching and filtering.

**New PDF Icon**

Creating a PDF in your DTN Fuel Admin Mailbox just got easier! Now click the PDF icon ( ) next to the desired BOL in the **Search Criteria** pane of the **Fuel Admin Messages** page to create a PDF version of the selected BOL.